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Prospects for Bose-Einstein condensation of metastable neon atoms
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The calculated upper limitK i
pol<10214 cm3/s of the rate constant for suppressed ionization in a gas of

metastable Ne(3P2) atoms in the fully aligneduJ52,mJ52& state is used as input to investigate the prospects
for achieving Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC!. The heating rate of the trap population by secondary colli-
sions of the hot products of the process of ionization—i.e., ground-state atoms, ions, and dimer-ions—with
cold trapped metastable atoms is discussed in terms of a semiclassical model. An important step lies in limiting
the depth of the magnetic trap to a value of a few millikelvin, to limit the range of small-angle scattering that
contributes to heating. Also, a tight radial confinement reduces the probability for secondary collisions. At a
trap depth of 10 mK, a radial dimension of 3mm, and a density of 231013 cm23 the heating rate is 1.4mK/s,
which should be compared to the transition temperature to BEC of 0.6mK. The collisional heating is domi-
nated by ion—metastable-atom collisions, due to their long-range charge-induced dipole interaction. Keeping
the evaporative cooling switched on atT5TC reduces the heating a hundredfold. Using a bright beam of laser
cooled neon atoms, an initial population of>1010 atoms can be loaded into a magneto-optical trap in one
second. Tight magnetic traps are easy to achieve for metastable neon atoms, due to their magnetic moment of
3 mB . We conclude that achieving BEC is feasible for metastable neon. This also holds for triplet metastable
helium, once the loading rate of traps has been improved. Finally, the semiclassical model used for calculating
the heating rate is applicable to a wide range of inelastic collisions in trapped alkali gases and/or collisions with
background gas.

PACS number~s!: 03.75.Fi, 34.50.Fa, 05.30.2d, 51.90.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bose-Einstein condensation occurs when the mean in
atomic distance becomes of the same order as the therma
Broglie wavelength of the atoms, with the transition te
peratureTC defined by the condition

D5nL35n~2p\2/mkBTC!3/252.61. ~1!

Here,D is the phase space density,n the number density,m
the atomic mass, andkB Boltzmann’s constant. In 1995
Bose-Einstein Condensation~BEC! was first observed in a
cold dilute sample of trapped alkali atoms, by three grou
using Rb@1#, Na @2#, and Li @3#, respectively. For tempera
tures belowTC , a macroscopic population of a single qua
tum state is obtained. Recently, in 1998 BEC was a
achieved in a dilute gas of H atoms@4,5#. Since the first
observation of BEC in a dilute gas, a whole new field
atom optics and coherent matter has emerged.

At this moment, most efforts in the field are still directe
to Bose-Einstein condensation of the alkali atoms. Emph
has been laid on Rb, the work horse in this new field, w
Na as the runner up. For Cs it is not clear if BEC can
reached, due to the recently found experimental evidenc
large dipolar relaxation rates for theuF,mF&5u4,4& andu3,3&
states. For potassium, the main interest lies in producin
trapped, quantum-degenerate Fermi gas.

The advantages of investigating the alkali atoms are p
mount. First, because the alkali atoms are trapped in t
ground state, vapor-cell atom traps can be applied for ach
ing high density samples. Dual-chamber schemes resu
trapped samples of the order of 108 atoms, using a pulsed o
continuous cycle and a loading time of a few seconds.
1050-2947/2000/61~2!/023607~15!/$15.00 61 0236
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atomic beam approach using a thermal source and a sim
Zeeman slower results in even higher loading rates, of
order of 1010 atoms/s. Second, there is a large body of sp
troscopic and collision data on the alkali dimers. This allo
one to extract accurate information on the potential surfa
involved. Third, based on this information, detailed calcu
tions have been performed on the scattering of~ultra!cold
atoms, resulting in reliable information on the scatteri
length. Also, the two- and three-body collisions that lead
the loss of atoms in the final magnetic trap, have been inv
tigated. In most cases reliable rate constants for these
processes are available; in some cases only lower or u
limits for these rate constants are available.

For the metastable rare-gas atoms the experimental
ditions are less favorable. First, because the electronic en
of the metastable states is of the order of 8 eV~xenon! to 20
eV ~helium!, the relative population in a gas discharge or
atomic beam is only a fraction 1024 or 1025 of the total
density. Therefore, techniques of beam brightening have
be used to obtain sufficiently large fluxes for loading ato
traps. Second, the process of Penning ionization of two
liding metastable atoms is an important loss process. Fo
unpolarized sample, the rate constant is of the order
10210 cm3/s @6–9#. In a spin-polarized sample, howeve
ionization is strongly suppressed by spin selection rules.
helium, theoretical estimates predict a suppression by a
tor 104 to 105 @10,11#. This shows promise for trapping an
evaporative cooling of metastable atoms in a magnetic
@12,13#. For xenon, however, recent experiments show
evidence of suppression of ionization@8#: for a polarized
sample the ionization rate is even larger by 50%. Third,
time scale for experiments is limited by the long but s
finite lifetime of the metastable states. For triplet helium w
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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H. C. W. BEIJERINCKet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023607
find t59000 s, which decreases tot524 s for neon@14#
andt543 s for xenon@15# in the 3P2 states. Finally, hardly
any theoretical or experimental data on binary metasta
atom collisions or interaction potentials are available@6,16#
with He as an exception@9#.

The outlook of a Bose-Einstein condensate of metasta
rare gas atoms is promising enough to tackle all these d
culties. The idea of an atom laser of electronically exci
atoms is tantalizing. Moreover, one can speculate on col
tive phenomena in a condensate with a large internal e
tronic energy, e.g., collective electronic deexcitation. Also
condensate of metastable rare-gas atoms seems an idea
didate for loading an optical lattice@17,18#.

FIG. 1. Harmonic potential~with vz!v r) with a schematic
view of the Bose condensate in the quantum mechanical gro
state with energy\v r @fraction 12(T/TC)3# and the thermal cloud
at temperatureT@\v r /kB @fraction (T/TC)3#. In this schematic
view the self-energy of the condensate has been neglected.
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The advantages of using metastable rare-gas atoms ar
excellent real-time diagnostics of the sample of trapped
oms, both in the stage of cooling aboveTC as well as the
stage belowTC where the condensate and the thermal clo
coexist~Fig. 1!. Both the UV photons that are emitted whe
the metastable state decays as well as the ions produce
the still remaining ionizing collisions provide diagnostics f
the density and the sample size. By combining this inform
tion with the geometry of the trapping field, we can al
determine the temperature in a noninvasive way.

In this paper we investigate the feasibility of reachi
conditions where Bose-Einstein condensation occurs
metastable neon. We have investigated two geometries o
sample in a magnetic trap, resulting in two different, cyli
drically symmetric geometries of the final state condens
First, a high density final state with a small aspect ratio
discussed, with the latter defined as the ratio of the long o
the short axis of the ellipsoidally shaped thermal cloud
trapped atoms. Second, a low density final state with a v
large aspect ratio is investigated. The former is close to
geometry used by the group of Ketterle for achieving BEC
sodium@19#; the latter corresponds to the geometry used
the recent BEC experiments with atomic hydrogen@4,5#.
Typical values of the sample size, aspect ratio and num
density are given in Table I for the two geometries, toget
with the transition temperatureTC .

To provide a reference frame for the disturbing effects
heating of the sample, we first discuss the creation of

nd
states
e given
TABLE I. Characteristic parameters for neon of the initial state of evaporative cooling and two final
in the magnetic trap at the onset of BEC. The count rate and decay time of the real time diagnostics ar
for all three states.

Final state Final state
Parameter Initial state ~high density! ~low density!

radius (mm) 10 3
length (mm) 22 250
aspect ratio 1:2.2 1:83
populationN ~no. of atoms! 1010 106 23105

number densityn (cm23) 531011 1014 231013

temperatureT (m K) 23103 1.7a 0.6a

phase space density 3.231027 2.61 2.61

rate constantKel (10212 cm3 s21) 2300 (a2,2/50a0)2 6.6 (a2,2/50a0)2 3.9 (a2,2/50a0)2

‘‘good-to-bad’’ rationKel /(nK)gas
b 2260 (a2,2/50a0)2

‘‘good-to-bad’’ ratio Kel /(K i
pol)max 665 (a2,2/50a0)2 389 (a2,2/50a0)2

elastic collision ratenKel (s21) 113 (a2,2/50a0)2 665 (a2,2/50a0)2 78 (a2,2/50a0)2

UV count rateSuv (s21) 2.83105 33 7
ion count rateSi (s21) 53107 13106 43104

probe ion count rateSx (s21) c 43108 83106 3.23105

UV decay timetuv (s) 24 24 24
ionization decay timet i (s) 200 1 5
probe decay timetx (ms) 25 0.125 0.625

aEqual to the transition temperatureTC .
bAt a background pressure of 1029 Torr.
cExciting a fraction 1023 of the total population.
7-2
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PROSPECTS FOR BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 023607
~dimer-! ions and ground-state atoms by ionization in ter
of an equivalent background pressure in the trapping ch
ber. This approach provides an easy comparison to exp
ments with alkali atoms, where background gas scatterin
the dominant loss process at low densities of the trap
atoms. In this case, hot ground state atoms invade
trapped sample, causing an extra trap loss and an extra
ing of the sample of trapped atoms. For this reason, in m
alkali experiments, the evaporative cooling is not switch
off after reaching BEC. For the two final state geometr
~Table I! of our trapped metastable neon atoms, the ioni

tion rate is equal toṄi5106 s21 andṄi543104 s21 for the
high-density and the low-density case, respectively. Th
rates correspond to an equivalent background pressure
310210 Torr and 3.6310212 Torr, respectively. This ap
proach gives some feeling to what extent the condensa
disturbed by the hot products of residual ionization.

However, we have to keep in mind that these hot produ
consist of both~dimer! ions and atoms in the ground sta
@see Eq.~2!# with a wide range of collision energies, rangin
from 2 to 125 K for the neon system. Both features hav
major influence on the cross sections involved and the res
ing influence on both particle loss and heating. For exam
the ~dimer! ion—metastable-atom interaction is dominat
by the charge-induced dipole interaction with its long-ran
C4 /R4 potential. Only a very careful, fully quantitativ
analysis of the collision processes involved can resolve
major question of this paper: can BEC be reached for m
stable neon? Also, we want to identify the most favora
experimental conditions for achieving BEC. For comparis
we finally apply our thorough analysis to the case of trip
metastable helium to answer the same question of the fe
bility of BEC.

In Sec. II, the suppression of ionization in a realistic si
ation of trapping and cooling is presented, based on the
cent work by Doeryet al. @6#. In Sec. III, we discuss the
dynamics of the ionizing collisions to determine the ene
released in the hot products. The heating of the sample
inelastic collisions and the recoil due to radiative decay
treated in Sec. IV. First, we present a semiclassical fra
work for accurately describing the heating rate of the sam
by the secondary collisions of the hot products Ne(1S0),
Ne1, and Ne2

1 with trapped metastable neon atoms. Next,
apply the model to the case of metastable neon in Sec
which enables us to evaluate the advantages and disad
tages of the two final state geometries.

In Sec. VI we discuss the bright beam used for loading
atom trap. The dynamics of the process of evaporative c
ing are also treated in this section, using the review pap
by Walraven@20# and Van Druten and Ketterle@21# as a
starting point. The diagnostics for the sample size and d
sity are discussed in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII we investigate t
prospects for BEC in triplet metastable helium, again us
the semiclassical model. Finally, in Sec. IX, we wrap up
paper with some concluding remarks. The main conclusio
that for both Ne* and He* the prospects for achieving BEC
are good.
02360
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II. SUPPRESSION OF IONIZATION

The process of ionization@22# for a sample of metastabl
neon atoms in the3P2 state with an electronic energy of 1
eV is given by

NeuJ52,mJ&1NeuJ52,mJ8&→Ne~1S0!1Ne11e2 ~PI!

→Ne2
1~v !1e2 ~AI !, ~2!

with mJ indicating the magnetic substate. The kinetic ene
of the electron is of the order of 12 eV, as determined by
difference potential of the initial and the final state. In t
first reaction~Penning ionization, or PI!, the final state neon
ions and atoms in the ground state each carry a kinetic
ergy on the order of 100 to 500 K, depending on the ene
gained in the well of the initial state potential and the inte
nuclear distance where ionization occurs. In the second r
tion path, usually referred to as associative ionization~AI !,
almost all of the initial state kinetic energy is stored in t
molecular ion as vibrational energy. The kinetic energy
the molecular ion in the final state is due to the center-
mass energy of the colliding Ne* atoms.

The dominant process leading to ionization is theex-
changemechanism based on the Coulomb interaction of
electrons involved. In this case the valence electron of a
~1! transfers to the available core-state of atom~2!, leaving
the core of atom~1! to form a positive ion. The valence
electron of atom~2! is no longer bound and leaves the sce
@24–26#. The radiative mechanism is absent for these me
stable atoms, because it requires the existence of a dip
allowed transition to a lower state.

Because the Coulomb interaction does not affect the e
tron spin, the magnetic quantum numbermS of the total spin
S does not change. For two atoms in a pureuJ52,mJ52&
state the process of ionization is spin forbidden. Howev
the anisotropic nature of the long-range electrostatic inte
tion due to the (2p)21 core hole will apply a torque that ca
rotate the total angular momentumJ of the atoms with re-
spect to each other. This will result in a residual ionizatio
even for initially fully aligned atoms@6#.

Detailed quantum-mechanical calculations of the ioni
tion rates for~ultra! cold collisions have very recently bee
performed by Doeryet al. @6#. Both the electrostatic dipole
induced dipole VDD52C6 /R6 and the quadrupole
quadrupole termVQQ5C5 /R5 ~due to the core only! are
included in the long range potentials. For the short ran
information is derived from the Na2(3Su

1) and Na2(1Sg
1)

potentials. The results show that the anisotropyDC5 in the
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction~defined as the range o
C5 values found for the different molecular potentials, wi
^C5&50) is the dominant driving force for the residual ion
ization~Fig. 2!. Its influence exceeds the effect of the dipol
induced dipole term by a factor of 12. For neon, we fi
DC550.84 a.u.@6# andDC654.5 a.u. atC6'1952 a.u.@6#.
The rate constantsKi andK i

pol for the unpolarized and po
larized case, respectively, are given by

Ki58310211 cm3/s,
7-3
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K i
pol55310215 cm3/s. ~3!

For collison energiesE<1 mK, as relevant for trapping an
cooling, these rate constants are energy independent.

Because resonances due to quasibound states can
ence the ionization rate considerably, due to the longer
lision times involved, Doeryet al. @6# have varied the well
depth of the Na2 triplet potential which is dominant for the
value ofK i

pol . The results are given in Fig. 3 as a function
the semiclassical phaseF of the Na2 triplet potential for a
range slightly larger thanp radians, i.e., over at least on
bound state. We observe a variation of the ionization r
K i

pol for polarized atoms over more than three orders of m
nitude. However, for the larger part ('98%) of the range in
phase the ionization rate is less than

~K i
pol!max510214 cm3/s, ~4!

which we will use throughout this paper to calculate t
influence of the residual ionization in a trapped samp

FIG. 2. Calculated ionization rate for both an unpolarized
well as a polarized sample of metastable rare gas atoms, as a
tion of the anisotropyDC5 /DC5

nom due to the (2p)21 core hole.
The parameterDC5

nom is the value ofDC5 for neon. We observe a
scaling K i

pol;(DC5)2. The collision energy isE51 mK, where
s-wave scattering with angular momentuml50 occurs. The arrows
indicate the value for Ar* , Kr* , and Xe* .

FIG. 3. Calculated residual ionization rateK i
pol for Neu2,2&

1Neu2,2& collisions as a function of the well size of the Na2 triplet
potential used to model the short-range interaction. The well siz
measured in terms of the semiclassical phaseF
5*r

`@22mV(R)/\#1/2dR with V(r)50 over a range slightly
larger thanp, i.e., over at least one vibrational state. This impli
that we scan over all possible resonances. The collision energ
E51 mK, wheres-wave scattering with angular momentuml50
occurs.
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When varying the phase of the Na2 singlet potential, the
value ofK i

pol never exceeds the upper limit of Eq.~4!.
Of course, we should keep in mind that the treatment

Doeryet al. @6# does not provide a final answer, in the sen
that other mechanisms for spin-flips exist that havenot been
taken into account. For instance, at short range (R,10a0)
orientation of the core of the metastable atoms could lea
a splitting among the nine possible spin-polarized potenti
A full theoretical treatment awaits the development of re
ableab initio short-range potentials, such as currently und
taken by Kotochigovaet al. @23#.

An effect of second order spin-orbit splitting, that turne
out to be important for the heavier alkali atoms, is not to
expected for metastable neon atoms due to its scaling
Z2 with Z the nuclear charge. Another process that has
been taken into account in the calculation of the resid
ionization is the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, which
the cause of residual ionizing collisions in a spin-polariz
gas of triplet metastable helium atoms. However, the res
ing rate constant for this process is roughly 10214 cm3 s21

for this system, the same value as the upper limit for the r
constant which we use throughout this paper for investig
ing the role of residual ionization for metastable neon atom

On the other hand, the occurrence of a resonance m
not be prohibitive at all for reaching the transition to BEC
metastable neon. First, one can always switch to the o
abundant isotope22Ne. Second, resonances can be shifted
applying homogeneous magnetic fields. Thirdly, the occ
rence of a resonance in the ionization rate constant is p
ably accompanied by an analogous resonance in the sca
ing length a2,2. The ratio of ‘‘good-to-bad’’ collisions,
which is the important number for effective evaporati
cooling, is then not influenced and keeps the road to B
quite open~Sec. VI D!.

The definitive answer on the actual magnitude of the s
pression of ionization in a spin-polarized gas of metasta
neon atoms has to be provided by future experiments,
looking at the ion yield of a sample trapped in a magne
trap ~Sec. VII!. The proof of the pudding is in the eating.

In Table I we present the ionization decay time for t
two geometries investigated, resulting int i51 s and t i
55 s for the high density and low density case, respectiv
Both decay times are much shorter than the finite lifeti
tuv524 s of the metastable state, i.e., ionization fully det
mines the time available for measurements in the final st

III. ENERGY RELEASE IN IONIZING COLLISIONS

Once the rate constant for ionization has been determ
in a quantum-mechanical calculation, the energy release
be described in fully semiclassical terms@22#. A schematic
view of the initial and final state potentials of the process
Eq. ~2! is given in Fig. 4. The energy of the electron
determined by the difference potentialuV* 2V1u, with V*
and V1 the real potentials corresponding to the Ne* 1Ne*
initial state and Ne11Ne(1S0) final state, respectively. The
imaginary part of the interaction potentials, the so-cal
auto-ionization widthG(R), is an exponentially decaying
function with a characteristic length on the order of 2a0 @6#.
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Semiclassically, the autoionization width can be int
preted as a decay rateG(R)/\ for the transition to the ionic
final state. The largest probability to ionize is at the class
turning point of the initial state potential, where the atom
spend most of their time. This results in a rather peaked y
of ions in this range ofR values. When ionization occurs, th
electron leaves the scene instantaneously, compared to
heavy particle motion. The kinetic energy of the two colli
ing particles is conserved, if we neglect the recoil kick by t
electron. At low collision energies, the local kinetic ener
of the initial state atoms is fully determined by the loc
depth of the potential, with the well depth as an upper lim
Depending on the details of the initial and final state pot
tials, the final state products will end up as a molecular
Ne2

1 or two free particles Ne1 and Ne(1S0). At low collision
energies, the branching ratio for associative ionization is u
ally in the range of 0.01 to 0.1, fully determined by th
details of the initial and final state potentials.

A. Penning ionization

The major part of the ionizing collisions will result in th
first reaction path of Eq.~2!, with the release of an ion and
ground-state atom with thermal energies. The maxim
available kinetic energy now is equal to the well depth of
initial state potential, which is on the order of 250 K. Th
value is a suitable estimate for the total kinetic energy of
products, equally divided into a kinetic energyEPI5125 K
for each of the two heavy particles with equal massm. The
recoil of the electron can be neglected in this case. Seco
ary collisions of these room-temperature ions and gro
state atoms can result in trapped metastable neon atom
ing accelerated to thermal velocities, i.e., a finite probab
for the extra loss of trapped atoms. Grazing collisions c
result in heating of the sample of trapped atoms. Both effe
are discussed in Sec. IV.

FIG. 4. Schematic view of the initial state Neu2,2&1Neu2,2&
potentialV* (R) and the final state Ne(1S0)1Ne1 potentialV1(R)
in the process of collisional ionization. At a distanceRI the electron
leaves the scene with energyEel5@E* 1V* (RI)#2@E1

1V1(RI)#, without changing the local kinetic energyE2V* (RI)
5E82V1(RI) of the colliding atoms in the initial and final state
respectively. Both the PI and AI processes of ionization are in
cated, together with the initial-state asymptotic energyE and the
final-state asymptotic energyE8 ~PI process! or vibrational quan-
tum numberv8 ~AI process!.
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B. Associative ionization

In the center-of-mass system, all energy gained in
potential well of the initial state is stored in the intern
degrees of freedom of the final-state dimer ion. In the la
ratory system, the dimer ion has an average kinetic ene
equal to half the thermal energy of the trapped atoms,
determined by the velocity of the center-of-mass syste
This would imply that the dimer-ions, that are in a2P1/2 or in
a 2P3/2 state with an associated magnetic momentm5 1

3 mB
and 2mB , respectively, would still be trapped in the ma
netic trap.

However, in this case, the recoil of the electron has to
taken into account. The increase in energy related to
recoil is

EAI5~me /m!Ee , ~5!

with me andEe the electron mass and kinetic energy, resp
tively. Inserting Ee512 eV we find EAI51.96 K corre-
sponding toDv540 m/s. It is clear that the dimer-ion is no
trapped, because the depth of the magnetic trap is m
smaller. However, secondary collisions of the hot dimer-
can result in a small additional loss of trapped atoms
ionization event. Also, grazing collisions can heat up t
trapped atoms. These effects are discussed in Sec. IV.
cause the cross sections for vibrational and rotational re
ation of the molecular ion are very small, of the order
10a0

2 and less, no internal energy of the dimer ions will
dissipated in the sample of trapped atoms.

IV. HEATING RATE OF TRAPPED ATOMS

Ionizing collisions of the metastable rare gas atoms
rectly result in the loss of trapped atoms. As shown in S
III, the final state products will have large kinetic energie
due to the conversion of potential energy at short range—
the well region—into radial motion. This gives rise to a se
ondary effect on the trapped atoms: the hot products
collide with a cold trapped atom due to their finite mean fr
path in the trap. The effect of these secondary collisions
twofold: extra loss and heating.

All large-angle collisions will result in a transfer of en
ergy that is larger than the trap depthE. This results in an
extra loss fractione of trapped atoms, as given by

Ṅloss5Ṅi~11e!,

e5^ l &/lsec5n^ l &Qsec, ~6!

with Ṅi the production rate of hot products;lsecandQsecare
the mean free path and the total cross section for secon
elastic collisions of these hot products with cold trapped
oms, respectively. The distance that a fast particle travel
the trap, averaged over all spatial directions, is indicated
^ l &'(pD/2) with D the diameter of the sample. To obta
insight we can insert typical valuesQsec5103a0

2 and 5
3104a0

2 for atom–metastable-atom and ion–metastab
atom collisions~Sec. V!, respectively. For the two final stat
geometries of the sample in the magnetic trap, we then

i-
7-5
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lsec>70 mm, e<0.14 andlsec>360 mm, e<0.008, re-
spectively. The additional loss fraction is thus fully dete
mined by the secondary ion-atom collisions. Clearly, ho
ever, the extra loss fractione is only a minor effect and can
be neglected in first order.

But we also have to consider small angle scattering of
hot products with the cold trapped atoms, with a transfer
kinetic energy that isless than the trap depthE, which is
generally on the order of 10 to 30 mK. However, these sm
angle collisions will result in trapped atoms with an ener
much larger than the trap temperatureT, which is in the
millikelvin to microkelvin range. All of this energy will fi-
nally be dissipated in the population of trapped atoms, res
ing in an effective heating rate. For a collision of a hot p
ticle ~atom, ion, or dimer ion! with velocity v and kinetic
energyE5mv2/2 on a stationary target atom, the veloci
transfer to the cold atom is given byDv5vu(m/m), with
m5m/2 andm52m/3 for the hot atoms, atomic ions, an
dimer ions, respectively~Fig. 5!.

The finite depthE of the trap results in an upper bound f
the energy transfer that will still result in heating but not
the loss of an atom, as determined by1

2 m(Dv)2<E. This in
turn limits the range of scattering angles that we have to t
into account

u<~m/m!~E/E!1/25umax. ~7!

For collisions with thermal neon atoms at an energyEPI
5125 K in the laboratory system and a trap depth of
Gauss~corresponding toE510 mK), the maximum scatter
ing angle is umax518 mrad. This determines the angul
range where we need a correct description of the differen
cross sectionssec(u). In the Sec. IV A we will investigate
semiclassical scattering theory, that provides an excel
analytical framework for describing small-angle scattering
thermal collisions@27–30#. In Secs. IV B and IV C we apply
these results to obtain an accurate description of the hea
rates for atom–metastable-atom and~dimer! ion–metastable-
atom secondary collisions.

A. Small-angle differential cross section

In semiclassical theory@27–31#, the small-angle differen-
tial cross sectionssec(u) scales with the characteristic di
fraction angle

u0,sec5~4p/k2Qsec!
1/2, ~8!

FIG. 5. Newton diagram of the secondary collision of a h
product, atom or ion, with velocityv with a cold trapped atom
showing the corresponding velocity transfervu/2 for reduced mass
m5m/2.
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with k5mv/\ the wave number andv the relative velocity
of the collision partners. For an inverse power-law poten
V(R)5Cs /Rs ~with s54 for the charge-induced dipole in
teraction of ion-atom scattering,s56 for the induced dipole-
dipole nature of atom-atom scattering!, simple analytical for-
mulas are available.

For anglesu!u0,secwe observe adiffraction peak, which
can be approximated by@31,32#

ssec~u!/ssec~0!512a1~s!~u/u0,sec!
2, ~9!

with a1(s) a numerical constant given in Table II. For angl
u@u0,secwe find the classical result@29–31#

ssec~u!/ssec~0!5a2~s!~u/u0,sec!
22(s11)/s, ~10!

which corresponds torefraction, in analogy to geometrica
optics when scattering light on an inhogeneous medium.
constanta2(s) is given in Table II. Successful semiempiric
formulas connecting the two regions are given by seve
authors@29,31#. The absolute value of the differential cros
sectionssec(0) in the forward direction and the total elast
cross sectionQsec are given by@33,34#

ssec~0!5k2Qsec
2 /$16p2 cos2@p/~s21!#%,

Qsec5a3~s!~Cs /\v !2/(s21), ~11!

with a3(s) given in Table II. To obtain insight in the fraction
of the total cross section in the forward diffraction peak f
u<u0,sec and the refraction dominated range foru>u0,sec,
we can calculate the integral of these approximations of
differential cross section in these intervals. We find that 15
25 % of the cross section is in the diffraction peak~depend-
ing on the value ofs!, with the remainder in the refraction
dominated region.

Typical values of the cross sections are given in Table
for both Ne(1S0)1Ne* and Ne11Ne* secondary collisions
at an energyEPI5125 K, as relevant for the PI process. F
the AI process typical values of the cross sections are gi
for Ne2

11Ne* secondary collisions at an energyEAI52 K,
as determined by the recoil of the electron.

The lower limit on the energy where this semiclassic
description starts to fail is determined by the condition th
sufficient partial waves contribute to the scattering cross s
tions. For the neon systemp waves start to contribute at 1
mK @6#. This implies that the lower limit for our model fo
heat transfer is still valid at 2K, the energy release in as
ciative ionization. We can now identify which models w
have to apply to calculate the heating rates for the cas
atom–metastable-atom scattering and~dimer! ion–
metastable-atom scattering, by comparing the maxim
scattering angle to the scaling angle.

1. Atom–metastable-atom scattering: s56

For thermal collisions of neon atoms in the ground st
with trapped metastable atoms the collision process is do
nated by the induced dipole-dipole interaction, characteri
by the long rangeC6 /R6 potential. In this case, the max
mum scattering angleumax is always muchsmaller than the

t
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TABLE II. Parameters for secondary collisions of hot, final state products of residual ionizing Neu2,2&
1Neu2,2& collisions with cold trapped atoms, assuming a kinetic energyEPI5125 K andEAI52 K for the

hot product from the PI and the AI process, respectively. The resulting heating rateṪsec of the total popula-
tion of trapped atoms is given for both the high-density–low-aspect-ratio and low-density–high-aspec
case of the final state. The depth of the magnetic trap is fixed toE510 mK.

Ne(1S0)1Ne* Ne11Ne* Ne2
11Ne*

PI, EPI5125 K PI, EPI5125 K AI, EAI52 K

s 6 4 4
a1(s) 0.9975
a2(s) 0.2846 0.1920 0.1920
a3(s) 8.083 11.37 11.37
Cs (a.u.)a 52.7 103.9 103.9
m (a.u.) 10 10 13.33
v (m/s) 322 322 57
k (a0

21) 2.7 2.7 0.63
Qsec (a0

2) 1.353103 9.033104 2.883105

ssec(0)(a0
2) 1.283105 1.503109 8.363108

u0,sec(mrad) 36 4.4 10.5
umax/u0,sec 0.50 4.1 7.3
DQsec/Qsec 0.095
DE(u0)(mK) 0.60 0.2

Ṫsec (mK/s) b 0.603hPI 1043hPI 2493hAI

Ṫsec (mK/s) c 0.0073hPI 1.253hPI 3.03hAI

aReferences@36# and @35#.
bHigh density case withTC51.7 mK ~Table I!.
cLow density case withTC50.6 mK ~Table I!.
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characteristic angleu0,sec ~Table II and Fig. 6!. This state-
ment holds for a wide range of collision energies, due to
scaling lawumax/u0,sec;E21/[2(s21)]5E21/10 that can easily
be derived using Eqs.~8! and~11!. Therefore thediffraction
region in the differential cross section@Eq. ~9!# will be most

FIG. 6. Small-angle differential cross sectionssec(u)/ssec(0)
for the case of aC6 /R6 potential for atom–metastable-atom the
mal collisions. Full line: quantum-mechanical calculations; das
line: classical mechanics. The results are also indicative for sca
ing on aC4 /R4 potential for ion–metastable-atom collisions. Typ
cal values for the maximum scattering angleumax are indicated for
the case of atom–metastable-atom and ion–metastable-atom
ondary collisions, respectively.
02360
e
important for calculating the heating rate for atom
metastable-atom collisions.

2. Ion–metastable-atom scattering: s54

For thermal collisions of neon ions and dimer ions w
the trapped metastable atoms the interaction is determine
the charge-induced dipole interaction, characterized b
long rangeC4 /R4 potential that extends to larger internu
clear seperationsR. In this case, the total cross section
much larger than for the thermal collisons with the groun
state atoms, resulting in a much smaller value of the cha
teristic angleu0,sec. In this case, the maximum scatterin
angle is always muchlarger than the characteristic angle
The refractive regionof the differential cross section@Eq.
~10!# will give the largest contribution to the heating rate.

B. Heating by atom–metastable-atom collisions

Using Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and ~11! we can now calculate the
heat transfer rates for atom–metastable-atom collision p
cesses by insertings56. The effective total cross sectio
DQsec for the transfer of heat can be approximated by

DQsec'~pumax
2 !ssec~0!, ~12!

using a constant value for the forward differential cross s
tion. The rate of increase of the total energyU, i.e., kinetic
energy plus potential energy, of the trapped atoms is t
given by

d
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ec-
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U̇5~n^ l &DQsec!~DE!Ṅi , ~13!

with (n^ l &DQsec) the probality ‘‘density3 length 3 cross
section’’ for a grazing collision andṄi the production rate of
hot atoms or ions, i.e., the ionization rate. The avera
amount of transferred kinetic energy, given byDE5E/2, is
calculated by integrating12 m(Dv)2 over the angular range
between 0 andumax. We assumeN trapped atoms in a har
monic potential with six degrees of freedom, with a to
energyU5N(3kBT). The heating rateṪ of the trapped at-
oms is then given by

Ṫ5~n^ l &DQsec!~E/6kB!/t i . ~14!

Equation ~13! was simplified by the substitutionṄi /N
51/t i , with t i the time constant for ionization.

Insight is obtained when we investigate the scaling of E
~12! with the parameters related to the trapped species
the inelastic collisions leading to the trap loss, resulting i

DQsec;E~m7/5C4
4/5E22/5!. ~15!

The dependency on bothC4 andE can be easily understood
With decreasing energyE, the mean free path for small ang
scattering decreases. This is due to the increaseQsec

;Cs
2/5E21/5 of the total cross section for secondary collisio

and the corresponding increasessec(0);Qsec
2 of the differ-

ential cross section. Inelastic collisions with asmall release
of energy thus result in alarger dissipation of energy in the
sample of trapped atoms, a rather counterintuitive result

A last remark concerns the dependency of the heating
on the trap depth, as given byṪ;E 2. A smaller value ofE
results in both a smaller average value of the transfered
ergy @Eq. ~14!# as well as a smaller range of forward scatt
ing that contributes@Eqs. ~7! and ~12!#. Choosing for an
experimental setup with a small value ofE is thus advanta-
geous for lowering the heating rate.

C. Heating by „dimer… ion–metastable-atom collisions

For the calculation of the heating rate for~dimer! ion–
metastable-atom collisions we use Eqs.~8!, ~10!, and~11! for
s54. The effective productD(QE) of the partial cross sec
tion and the energy transfer is given by the integral

D~QE!5E
0

umax
ssec~u!DE~u!2pudu5@4a2~s!/3#

3~pu0,sec
2 !ssec~0!DE~u0,sec!~umax/u0,sec!

3/2,

~16!

with DE(u)5(m/2)(vum/m)2 the energy transfer corre
sponding to a scattering angleu. By using the accidenta
relationship (pu0,sec

2 )ssec(0)5Qsec for a potential with s
54 and the substitutionumax/u0,sec5@E/DE(u0,sec)#1/2 we
obtain

D~QE!50.25QsecDE~u0,sec!
1/4E 3/4. ~17!
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The heating rate of the trapped atoms in a harmonic poten
then is equal to

U̇5~3kBṪ!N5n^ l &D~QE!Ṅi ,

Ṫ50.25~n^ l &Qsec!@E 3/4DE~u0,sec!
1/4/3kB#/t i . ~18!

Compared to the expression for the heating rate for ato
metastable-atom collisions in Eq.~14!, the major difference
is the occurrence of the full value of the total crossQsec in
the collision probability ‘‘density3 length3 cross section’’
in Eq. ~18! as compared to the much smaller fractional cro
sectionDQsecin Eq. ~14!. This results in a scalingṪ;E 3/4 of
the ion–metastable-atom heating rate with the trap deptE:
lowering the trap depth thus results in a much slower
crease of the heating rate than is the case for ato
metastable-atom collisions.

The implications for the heating rate by dimer ion
metastable-atom collisions are even more severe. Due to
very small collison energies of the dimer ions~resulting from
the recoil kick of the electron in the AI process! and the
scalingQsec;E21/4, we expect a large cross section and th
a large heating rate for these collisions. However, a sm
value of the branching ratiohAI to the process of Associativ
Ionization will most likely limit the effect on the heating
rate.

D. Heating by UV-photon recoil

Finally, we also have to consider the heating effect by
recoil kick of the UV photon emitted in the radiative deca
of the metastable atom. This kick corresponds to an ene
DEuv in the 50mK to 1 mK range. At these collision ener
gies onlys waves contribute to the scattering process, wit
cross section fully determined by the scattering length. Ho
ever, in this case it concerns the scattering lengtha0,2 for
collisions of atoms in the ground state with the trapped me
stable atoms. The effective heating rate is then given by

U̇5~n^ l &QT50!~Euv!Ṅuv ,

Ṫ5~n^ l &QT50!~Euv/3kB!/tuv<~Euv/3kB!/tuv , ~19!

with QT5058pa0,2
2 the s-wave scattering cross section. T

obtain the second equation we have substitutedṄuv /N
51/tuv . Again we have assumed a harmonic trap with
degrees of freedom. Compared to the results for ato
metastable-atom and ion–metastable-atom scattering, th
nite depth of the trap plays no role becauseEuv!E. The
heating rate only depends on the finite radial dimension^ l &
of the trap. The upper limit corresponds to the case of
infinite scattering lengtha0,2→`, when the total recoil en-
ergy is dissipated in the sample.

V. HEATING RATES FOR NEON

In Table II we have listed the collision parameters th
serve as input for the calculation of the heating rate for ne
The C4 @35# and C6 @36# values originate from theory, bu
7-8
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TABLE III. Heating lifetime theat5TC /Ṫsec of the total population of trapped atoms by secondary co
sions of hot, final-state products of residual ionizing collisions with cold trapped atoms at the on
condensation at temperatureTC . In these calculations we have assumed continuous evaporative cooling
a cutoff at an energyE56kBTC . The results are given for neon and helium, using the input data of Ta
II and V. Both the high-density–low-aspect ratio and the low-density–high-aspect ratio of the cond
state are investigated.

Ne He
High density Low density High density Low density

R(1S0)1R* 2.73106/hPI 6.63108/hPI 1.83107/hPI 3.83109/hPI

R11R* 2.9/hPI 183/hPI 4.9/hPI 313/hPI

R2
11R* 1.2/hAI 77/hAI 2.5/hAI 159/hAI
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are expected to be close~within 10%! to reality considering
the current status of this type of calculations. For the ene
of the ion and atom released in the process of Penning
ization we have usedEPI5125 K, as discussed in Sec. II
The scaling lawṪ;E22/(s21) can always be applied to ob
tain the heating rate at other values of the energy release
the process of associative ionization we haved used the re
energy of the electron as the collision energy~Sec. III!. The
C4 value for the Ne2

11Ne* system has been fixed at th
value for the Ne11Ne* system. The depth of the trap ha
been fixed toE510 mK, resulting in a maximum scatterin
angle umax518 mrad for atom–metastable-atom and io
metastable-atom scattering andumax576 mrad for the low
energy dimer ion–metastable-atom collisions.

To compare the contributions from the PI and the AI p
cess we assume a branching ratiohAI50.1. We observe tha
ion–metastable-atom collisions, resulting from the lon
range ion-induced dipole interaction, are the dominant c
tribution to the heating rate. Due to the small branching ra
the even larger heat transferper collision for the dimer ion
results in a smaller contribution to the heating rate.

For the scaling of the heating rate with respect to
number density and the geometry of the sample of trap
atoms we find

Ṫ;n2^ l &, ~20!

which is obtained by substitutingt i51/(K i
poln) in Eq. ~18!.

To decrease the heating rate without affecting the conditi
where BEC occurs, we have to choose for a tighter confi
ment in the radial direction. By lowering the number dens
n we also lower the value of the transition temperatureTC
according to Eq.~1!. The heating lifetimetheat at the transi-
tion temperatureTC then scales as

theat5TC /Ṫ;n24/3, ~21!

which helps us to choose favorable geometries for obtain
BEC.

The heating rates have been calculated for both final s
trap geometries. For the value of^ l & we use the radial size
given in Table I. For the high-density–low-aspect-ratio ca
the total heating rate of 119mK/s is fatal for achieving BEC
at the transition temperatureTC51.7 mK. For the low-
density–high-aspect-ratio case the total heating rate
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1.4 mK/s compares favorable to the valueTC50.6 mK, re-
sulting in a heating lifetime of approximately 0.5 s. Th
value has to be compared to the lifetimet i55 s for ioniza-
tion.

Finally, we have also investigated the heating rate at
BEC transition temperature, where we assume that the
cess of evaporative cooling is left switched on with a cut
at 6kBTC . This results in an effective trap depthE equal to
this cutoff value, which limits the scattering angleumax to
values much smaller thanu0,sec with a correspondingly
smaller heating rate for the ion–metastable-atom collisio
In Table III we show the heating lifetimetheat @Eq. ~21!# for
the final state at the transition temperatureTC . Typical life-
timestheat are then always much larger than the lifetime f
ionization, both for the high-density and the low-dens
case. Keeping the process of evaporative cooling switc
on in the final state at the transition temperature is thus v
effective: the heating rate is lowered by two orders of ma
nitude while we also profit from the ongoing cooling effec
The latter has not been taken into account in this calculat

The decay of the metastable state with a lifetimetuv
524 s results in the emission of a UV photon with a wav
length of 70 nm, with an associated recoil kick of the ato
equal to 25 cm/s corresponding to an energyEuv560 mK.
No information at all is available on the actual value of t
scattering lengtha0,2 for cold atom–metastable-atom coll
sions, which is required for evaluating Eq.~19!. If we as-
sume a scattering lengtha0,25100a0, we find a mean free
path (nQT50)21514 and 71mm for the high-density–low-
aspect-ratio and the low-density–high-aspect-ratio cases
spectively. The resulting heating rates are given in Table
For this large valuea0,25100a0 of the scattering length, the
heating rate is always less than the heating rate for io
metastable-atom collisions. This even holds for the case
an infinite scattering lengtha0,2.

We conclude that the low-density–high-aspect-ratio fi
state is the best choice for achieving BEC. Keeping the p
cess of evaporative cooling switched on atTC extends the
heating lifetime to values larger than the ionization lifetim
of 5 s.

VI. TRAPPING AND COOLING FEATURES

A. Bright atomic beam

For loading the trap, an atomic beam of cold atoms is
only choice @37–42#. In Eindhoven, a bright beam line i
7-9
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TABLE IV. Heating rateṪ of the trapped population for the high-density–low-aspect-ratio and l
density–high-aspect-ratio configurations of the final state, respectively, by the recoil of the UV p
emitted during the radiative decay of the metastable atom. Data are given both for neon and heliu
function of the scattering lengtha0,2 for atom–metastable-atom cold collisions.

Ne He
High density Low density High density Low density

a0,2550a0 Ṫ (mK/s) 0.14 0.009 0.007 0.0005

a0,25100a0 Ṫ (mK/s) 0.57 0.035 0.029 0.002

a0,2→` Ṫ (mK/s) 0.83 0.83 0.041 0.041
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available for this purpose, routinely delivering a total flux
531010 metastable neon atoms per second in the3P2 state
@39#. The beam characteristics are an axial velocity of 1
m/s in a 1 mmdiameter beam with a divergence of 3 mra
designed for applications in intrabeam scattering exp
ments. By combining a beam stop in the upstream part w
a beam-limiting collimator in the downstream end beyo
the beam compressor, the atomic beam only consists of
20Ne(3P2) metastable atoms. All undesired beam comp
nents are removed, such as thermal energy neon atoms i
ground state, thermal Ne(3P0) and 22Ne(3P2) metastable at-
oms, and UV photons from the discharge-excited atom
beam source.

A variety of laser cooling techniques is used in this be
line. The atoms leaving a LN2-cooled discharge-excite
beam source are captured in a collimator with a 100 m
acceptance; after an extra transverse Doppler-cooling st
the atoms enter a midfield-zero Zeeman slower. Then
magneto-optical compressor tightens the beam to its des
diameter, with a sub-Doppler transverse cooling stage
mold it into the desired beam divergence. A single cw d
laser is used for operating the beam line, using AOM’s
shift the laser frequency for the different stages of laser co
ing.

B. MOT

To be trapped in a magneto-optical trap~MOT!, the beam
of cold atoms has to be decelerated from its original veloc
of 100 m/s to a velocity less than 15 m/s. The stopp
distance is on the order of 10 mm, leaving a variety of me
ods to achieve this. First, the MOT laser beams, crossing
atomic beam at a 45 ° angle and red detuned by a few l
widths, are nearly sufficient to slow the atoms to the trapp
velocity. Also, an extra laser beam can be employed, wit
free choice of angle and detuning. For the MOT, we opt
a low density and a large diameter, to avoid large trap los
due to ionization of the unpolarized population. Typical
we can loadN>1010 atoms in the MOT with a loading time
of 1 s. As a radius we chooser 55 mm, resulting in an
equilibrium density of 1.931010 cm23 with a corresponding
decay time for ionization equal tot i50.7 s. For the tempera
ture in the MOT we expect a value of the order ofT
'100 mK.

C. Magnetic trap

Finally, the population has to be transferred from t
MOT to a magnetic trap. The Ne(3P2) state has a Lande´
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factor gJ51.5, leading to a dipole moment of 3mB with a
potential energy of 0.202 mK per Gauss. For a thr
dimensional harmonic trap the BEC condition of Eq.~1! can
be written as@43#

kBTC50.94\v̄N1/3, ~22!

with v̄5(v r
2vz)

1/3 the geometric mean value of the freque
cies of the confining potential. For the high-density–lo
aspect-ratio and the low-density–high-aspect-ratio cases
find v̄5382 (2p) Hz and 224 (2p) Hz, respectively. To
satisfy our demands on the tight radial confinement, wit
typical radial dimension of 10 and 3mm, we find radial
frequencies equal to v r5500 (2p) Hz and v r
51000 (2p) Hz for the high- and the low-density cases, r
spectively. The corresponding axial frequencies and as
ratios A then are vz5222 (2p) Hz, A52.2, and vz
512 (2p) Hz, A583.

Both a Ioffe-Pritchard trap@44# or a clover-leaf trap@19#
can be used for a trap with a tight radial confinement an
large aspect ratio, the latter choice being required to obta
sufficiently large populationN of trapped atoms. Using a
clover-leaf coil configuration, a radial frequencyv r

51000 (2p) Hz can be achieved with a radial gradientBr8
5150 G/cm and a bias fieldB050.5 G. The former gradien
can be readily achieved in a clover-leaf coil configurati
with a 100 mm distance between the two planes where
coils are located, leaving sufficient space for a trapp
chamber and diagnostics.

To match the size of the magnetic trap to the MOT, it
required to widen up the trap by increasing the bias fieldB0,
thus decreasing the radial frequency and increasing the ra
dimensions to a few mm. We assume that 1010 atoms in the
u2,2& state are loaded in the trap. Next, we apply an adiab
compression by a decrease of the bias field, with a decre
in volume and a corresponding increase in temperature
the onset of evaporative cooling, we assume a tempera
T52 mK and a density ofn5531011 cm23 with an asso-
ciated trap lifetime for residual ionization oft i5200 s.

D. Evaporative cooling

In this section we use the recent review paper by Kette
and Van Druten@21# as a starting point. The essential para
eter of evaporative cooling is the ratioR of ‘‘good colli-
sions’’ to ‘‘bad collisions.’’ The larger this number is, th
7-10
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easier it is to get into the regime of runaway evaporat
cooling with an increasing elastic collision rate. As yet,
accurate information at all is available on the potentials
binary collisions of metastable neon atoms. The scatte
length a2,2, which determines the cross sectionQel

58pa2,2
2 and the rate constantKel5^v&Qel for elastic scat-

tering at these low energies, are thus unknown.
For the alkali gases, collisions with the background g

are the dominant factor for the loss of atoms from a magn
trap. For the metastable rare gases the situation is diffe
At a background pressure of 1029 Torr, the trapping time
due to these collisions is on the order 20 s, using a typ
rate constantKgas'1.631029 cm3 s21 for collisons with the
background gas. In the initial state of the trapped metast
neon atoms, witht i5200 s, the collisions with the back
ground gas determine the trapping time. This situation
identical to the alkali gases. For the two final state geo
etries of Table I, the lifetimet i for ionization is at least a
factor four smaller than the trapping time for backgrou
collisions.

In the final state, the residual ionizing collisions of th
polarized metastable neon atoms are the dominant cont
tion to the ‘‘bad collisions.’’ This is identical to the case of
atoms, where spin-changing binary collisions are the ma
loss process@20#. The elastic collision ratenKel as well as
the rate of suppressed ionizationnK i

pol then have the sam
dependency on the densityn in the trap: the ratioR of ‘‘good
collisons‘‘ to ‘‘bad collisions‘‘ is independent of density an
scales asT1/2.

For the case of metastable neon, the evaporative coo
thus evolves from an ‘‘alkalilike’’ initial state to a ‘‘hydro-
genlike’’ final state. For the initial and final state the ratioR
is given by

R5nKel /ngasKgas, initial state,

R5Kel /K i
pol>^v&8pa2,2

2 /~K i
pol!max5Rmin , final state,

~23!

with ^v& the average velocity of the trapped atoms a
(K i

pol)max given in Eq. ~4!. Numerical values forRmin are
given in Table I. We have to compare these minimum val
to the requirementR>120 and 450 for run-away cooling in
linear trap ~initial state atT52 mK) and a harmonic trap
~final state!, respectively. For the initial state, it is very ea
to achieve conditions of runaway cooling. Depending on
actual value of the scattering lengtha2,2, the cooling can
slow down when getting closer to the final state. In the c
of scattering lengtha2,2>50a0 the conditions of runaway
cooling are fulfilled in the whole cooling range from 2 mK
1 mK.

To estimate the time required for the phase of evapora
cooling, we use the results of Van Druten and Ketterle.
the case of a harmonic potential and a cutoff at an ene
equal to 6kbT, we find an increase of phase space density
a factor 106 in 600 elastic collision times with a loss in tota
population by a factor 100. Lowering the cutoff to, e.g.,
value of 5kBT gives the same increase in phase-space d
sity in half the number of collisions, at the price of ending
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with five times fewer atoms. For the case of metastable n
we find an elastic collision rate of 113 s21 for the initial
state; for the final state we find 665 and 78 s21 for the high-
density and the low-density case, respectively, when ass
ing a scattering length equal toa2,2550a0. Cooling times of
a few seconds can be achieved in this case, especially i
keep in mind that we have assumed a loss in population b
factor 104 throughout this paper. This opens the possibil
of applying rather low values of the cutoff, resulting in coo
ing times that are always much less than the ionization tim
This always holds for the initial state witht i5200 s; only a
small fraction of the cooling time is most likely spent clo
to the final state densities witht i51 and 5 s, respectively.

Because ionization is a two-body collision process,
loss of metastable atoms will preferentially occur on thez
axis of the magnetic trap where the density is high. Th
atoms have a lower than average potential energy: their
will thus result in an effective heating of the remaining pop
lation of trapped atoms. If we assume an average poten
energy ofkBT/2 of these centerline atoms, the effective e
ergy transfer is equal to the remaining fractionkBT of poten-
tial energy. We can directly derive a heating rate equa
Ṫ5(2T/3)/t i . For the final state geometries investigate
this results for neon inṪ51.1 mK/s and Ṫ50.08mK/s for
the high density and low density case, respectively. Th
rates are independent of the depth of the trap. Keeping
evaporative cooling switched on after having reached BEC
the solution for this problem.

E. Mimimizing the trap depth

Looking at the scaling of the heating rates with the tr
depth, we conclude that it is important to choose for t
lowest value ofE that can be experimentally obtained fo
metastable atoms escaping in all directions. A simple met
is to add an open-ended glass tube with radiusr w , placed on
axis with thez axis of the magnetic trap. The inner wall o
the tube now acts as a ‘‘wall of death’’ for atoms with a
energy larger than the magnetic energymBr8r w : metastable
atoms are de-excited by a surface collision. For neon ato
with a magnetic energy of 0.202 mK/G, a trap depth of
mK corresponds to a maximum magnetic fieldB550 G.
With a gradient of 100 G/cm this translates tor w55 mm.
Care has to be taken, however, that the MOT laser beams
not disturbed in such a way that insufficient atoms can
loaded. The actual design is clearly a tradeoff between th
two demands.

VII. REAL-TIME DIAGNOSTICS

A spin-polarized sample of metastable atoms trapped
magnetic trap can be monitored by observing the loss p
cesses. First, the finite lifetime of the metastable state (tuv
524 s for neon! results in a flux of UV photons by the
radiative decay to the ground state. The trapped popula
N(t) decays exponentially according to N(t)
5N(0)exp(2t/tuv), which can be easily monitored using
channeltron. The count rateSuv for UV-photons is equal to
7-11
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Suv5huvVuvN~ t !/tuv , ~24!

with huv the quantum efficiency of the detector andVuv the
solid angle acceptance. Assuminghuv51 and Vuv
51022 sr, the count rate ranges fromSuv52.83105 s21 in
the initial state of the trapped sample to the order of 1021

in the final state~Table I!. These count rates are quite suf
cient to track the evolution of the population during t
phase of evaporative cooling.

The residual ionization of the trapped atoms results
ions leaving the sample at a rateSi of

Si52
dN

dt
5~K i

pol!
n2

2
V5~K i

pol!nN/2, ~25!

with V5N/n the effective volume of the trapped samp
This results in an ion count rateSi553107 in the initial
state; in the final state we findSi5106 and 43104 s21 for
the high density and the low density case, respectively,
suming a quantum efficiency of unity for the detector us
These count rates allow us to measure the evolution of
density of the sample on a time scale of microseconds
milliseconds, an interesting prospect.

Finally, we can also measure the density of the trap
u2,2& atoms by an external probe. A short laser pulse, a
frequency tuned to a transition to a short-live
Ne(3p,uJ51,mJ51&) state, will result in a small fraction o
atoms in the ionizing Ne(3s,3P0) metastable state. The extr
yield Sx of ions due to this ionizing fraction is given by

Sx52
dNx

dt
5Ki ,xnNx5Nx /tx , ~26!

with Nx the total number of atoms in stateux&. The decay
time tx5(nKi ,x)

21 of the extra contribution to the ion coun
rate is a direct measure for the absolute densityn of the
trappedu2,2& state. The calculated value forKi ,x is the scal-
ing factor relating the time scale to the density scale. For
initial state we findtx525 ms; for the final statetx5125
and 625ms for the high and the low density case, resp
tively. When ionizing a fractionNx51023N of the total
population per probe pulse, the peak count ratesSx for the
initial and final state are always larger than the steady-s
ion signalSi ~Table I!. In all cases we findSx /Si>8, which
is a sufficient signal-to-background ratio for an accur
measurement of the decay time.

Using Eqs.~24!, ~25!, and~26! we have three linear equa
tions with two parameters, i.e., the densityn and the popu-
lation N of the trappedu2,2& atoms. The ionization rate con
stant Ki ,x can be determined reliably from intra-bea
collision experiments with cold atoms, with an estimated
curacy of 20 to 30 %. At the initial state conditions, wi
fairly high count rates for all three diagnostics, we can th
determine the rate constantK i

pol for the residual ionization.
When this calibration has been done, we can limit oursel
to the two non-invasive measurements ofSuv and Si ; the
probe pulse method is only necessary for small sample s
where the UV count rate gets too low for accurate data oN
in a short time step.
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The measured values forn andN can be combined with
the field geometry of the magnetic trap to reveal the tempe
tureT of the trapped atoms. At high temperatures, as enco
tered in the initial stage at the onset of evaporative cooli
the trap is linear in the radial direction and harmonic in t
axial direction. At low temperatures the trap is harmonic
all three dimensions. This results in

N/n;V'
~2kBT/m!1/2

vz
S kBT

3mBBr8
D 2

;T5/2, high T,

N/n;V')
j 51

3
~2kBT/m!1/2

v j
;T3/2, low T, ~27!

where we have set the temperature equal to the trapping
tential to calculate the characteristic size of the sample.
conclude that the density, temperature, and total popula
of a sample of metastable atoms trapped in a magnetic
can be monitored in real time using two channeltrons
detecting the ions and the UV photons, respectively.

VIII. COMPARISON TO METASTABLE HELIUM

Currently, the group of Hogervorst in Amsterdam is a
tively pursuing BEC in metastable helium.@12,13#. At first
glance, the triplet metastable He* (1s)(2s) 3S1 atom with
its long lifetime of 9000 s@45# and an isotropic electrostati
interaction, seems to be the best candidate for achiev
BEC. The first theoretical results for the calculated small r
constant for residual ionization, driven by magnetic dipo
dipole interactions, indicate a suppression of 104. However,
the large recoil related to its light mass results in drawba
in laser cooling and trapping of large fluxes of atoms. T
implies lower trap densities, smaller values of the transit
temperatureTC and correspondingly longer evaporativ
cooling times. This longer time scale results in a stron
influence of trap losses and associated heating by collis
with the background gas.

However, for our comparison of helium with neon, w
assumeequalloading rates andequaldensities. This avoids a
long discussion on experimental advantages and disad
tages of both systems. At the final density, the lifetime of
trapped helium atoms is equal to the neon results, due to
comparable values of the rate constant for residual ion
tion. At equal density, the transition temperature scales
TC;m21, resulting inTC58.6 mK and 2.9mK for the high
density and low density case, respectively.

In Table V we have listed the parameters used to calcu
the heating rate for the trapped metastable helium atom
the final state. Because the well depth of the initial state is
the order of 1000 K, deeper than is the case for neon,
have usedEPI5500 K for the product energy in the PI pro
cess. For the AI process we have usedE517 K as deter-
mined by the electron recoil. For helium the branching ra
for ionizing collisions has been determined experimenta
by Müller et al. and Mastwijk, resulting inhAI50.07 atE
517 K @9# andhAI50.030 at 0.1mK @41#, respectively.

For the high density case the total heating rate then
7-12
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TABLE V. Parameters for secondary collisions of hot, final state products of residual ionizing Heu1,1&
1Heu1,1& collisions with cold trapped atoms, assuming a released kinetic energy per particle oEPI

5500 K for the PI andEAI517 K for the AI process. The resulting heating rateṪsec of the total population
of trapped atoms is given for a depthE510 mK of the magnetic trap. Both the high-density–low-aspect-ra
and the low-density–high-aspect-ratio cases of the final state are investigated.

He(1S0)1He* He11He* He2
11He*

PI, EPI5500 K PI, EPI5500 K AI, EAI517 K

s 6 4 4
a1(s) 0.9975
a2(s) 0.2846 0.1920 0.1920
a3(s) 8.083 11.37 11.37
Cs (a.u.)a 21.82 157.8 157.8
m (a.u.) 2 2 2.66

v (m/s) 1442 1442 373
k (a0

21) 2.41 2.41
Qsec (a0

2) 5.203102 4.403104 1.083105

ssec(0)(a0
2) 1.523104 2.843108 2.053108

u0,sec(mrad) 64 7.0 13
umax/u0,sec 1.431021 1.3 2.0
DQsec/Qsec 7.431023

DE(u0) (mK) 6.1 2.5

Ṫsec (mK/s)b,c 0.02hPI 913hPI 1793hAI

Ṫsec (mK/s)b,d 0.00023hPI 1.13hPI 2.13hAI

aSee Ref.@46#.
bSee Table I for density, aspect ratio, and ionization decay time.
cHigh density case withTC58.6 mK.
dLow density case withTC52.9 mK
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95 mK/s ~assuminghAI50.05), which should be compare
to TC58.6 mK andt i51 s. It is clear that this does not lea
to BEC. For the low density case the conclusion is positi
the total heating rate is 1.2mK/s at a transition temperatur
TC52.9 mK. When sufficiently high loading rates can b
achieved to obtain an initial population of the trap of 109 to
1010 atoms, reaching BEC seems feasible. Looking at
heating rates, we can also decide on choosing for a sm
value of the transition temperature, e.g.,TC50.5 mK, with a
factor 13 lower demand on the number density. With
number of trapped atoms.108 the chance of success
high. This would be an important milestone in the field
BEC related physics.

Finally, we have also investigated the heating rates for
situation at the transition temperatureTC when the evapora
tive cooling is not switched off. The trap depth is then lim
ited to E56kBTC , reducing the heating rates considerab
In Table III the resulting values of the heating lifetimetheat

5TC /Ṫ are given. We observe the same trend as for ne
the lifetime for heatingtheat typically is a factor 4 to 10
larger than the lifetime for ionization, both for the high de
sity and the low density case.

The UV photon emitted by the radiative decay of trip
metastable helium has an energy of 19.6 eV, correspon
to a wavelength of 56 nm. The recoil kick of the photo
results in an energy transferEuv51.11 mK, i.e., a velocity of
2.2 m/s. The upper limit of the heating rate is then equa
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Ṫ50.04mK/s, which is a factor 20 smaller than for neo
due to the much longer lifetime of the triplet metastable st
of helium. With the same assumption for the He(1S0)
1He(u1,1&) scattering length as for neon~Sec. V!, the heat-
ing rates are given in Table IV for the two final state geo
etries. Compared to the heating rate for ion–metastable-a
collisions, this contribution is negligible. Collisional heatin
is clearly the most important factor.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Metastable neon is an ideal gas for efficient handling
beams and traps of cold atoms. It is the equivalent of Na
many respects. The good suppression of ionization of a s
polarized sample opens the road to BEC. Compared to
alkali’s, the metastable atoms have the advantage of ex
lent real-time diagnostics of the trapped dilute gas, due to
UV photons and ions released by radiative decay and
sidual ionization, respectively. The associated side effec
heating of the trapped metastable atoms by collisions w
hot ~dimer! ions resulting from residual ionization can b
controlled by a careful design of the trap. By choosing a t
geometry with a tight radial confinement and a depth in
10 mK range, both the probablity for a secondary collisi
and the energy transferred in small angle scattering are
ited to acceptable values. Typical lifetimes of the trapp
sample are 1 s. Keeping the evaporative cooling switched
7-13
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after BEC has been reached results in an extension of
condensate lifetime to the ionization lifetime of five secon

The succes of evaporative cooling is determined by
magnitude of the scattering lengtha2,2 for metastable-atom–
metastable-atom collisions. As yet, no information is ava
able on its actual value. For the upper limit (K i

pol)max

510214 cm3 s21 for the ionization rate constant use
throughout this paper, a scattering lengtha2,2>50a0 is re-
quired to remain in the regime of runaway cooling. The a
tual lower limit for a2,2 is determined by the actual value o
the ionization rate constant for a polarized gas of metast
atoms. This is one of the first data that have to be meas
in a magnetically trapped sample of atoms, using the d
nostics described in this paper. The22Ne isotope, with its
10% natural abundance, serves as a rain check when
20Ne isotope fails to meet the requirements. Bright beam
the 22Ne isotope are readily produced, with a factor five lo
of intensity as the only difference.

All the calculations in this paper have been made using
upper limit for the rate constant of ionization of a polariz
gas, i.e., represent a worst case scenario. The chance
more favorable conditions, i.e., a smaller residual ionizat
rate, are large.

For metastable helium the prospects for reaching BEC
favorable. At the same density, the larger DeBroglie wa
length relaxes the demand on the final temperature. The
culated heating rates are slightly larger than for metasta
neon, due to the larger value of the charge-induced dip
interaction. The major difference with metastable neon is
demand for a stronger radial gradient of the trapping field
et
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the magnetic trap, to obtain the same confinement wit
smaller magnetic momentm52mB .

Of the heavy rare gases Ar* through Xe* , the suppression
of ionization is less efficient due to their larger anisotropy
the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction of the core hole@6#.
Experiments with these species are limited to an invest
tion of cold collisions in magnetic traps, still yielding a ric
field of physics@16#. Experiments as photoassociative io
ization and Penning ionization in spin-aligned states can
veal interesting details on the ‘‘dimer’’ potentials of th
metastable states. These experiments can also still ope
door to BEC for metastable argon. The currently availa
best value for the suppression is a factor 103. When nature
helps us, this can perhaps be improved by a factor 2 o
opening the road to low temperature traps and possibly B
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